
 

 

Route(s) Samaria Gorge 
Elevation(s) (ft/m) Start 4,026ft – End 0ft 

Date(s) July 23 2017 

Partner(s) Kyle Finnegan 

Elevation gain/loss (ft/m) -4,026ft / 1,227m 

Distance (miles) 9.8 miles / 15.77km 

Total time (hours/mins) 5 hours 25 minutes 

Equipment GPS, Ultralight set of poles (Kyle) and water! 

Weather Forecast Sunny 

Weather Actuality Sunny and hot! 

Flora/Fauna N/A 

Wildlife Kri-kris (wild Cretan goats) and donkeys 

Starting Point/Trailhead N/A 

Grade/Rating Walk 

Accommodations Aquila Porto in Rethymnon 

Tourist Attractions Samaria Gorge 

Motto for the day N/A 

 

Day 1  
Drive time Est. 2 hours 15 minutes 

Daily Distance 9.8 miles / 15.77km 

Daily Elevation -4,026ft / 1,227m 
Daily Time 5 hours 25 minutes 
Depart Aquilo Porto 6am 

Samaria Entrance 9.30am 

Abandoned Village 12.00pm 

Depart Village 12.30pm 

Beach 3.00pm 

Boat Departure 5.30pm 

Arrive Aquilo Porto Circa 8.30pm 

The Story 
We landed in Crete a little before midnight in what turned out to be a wild plane ride. It was smooth 

flying but as it turns out there were quite a few drunk people onboard. One couple was two rows behind 

us and they were particularly troublesome. At one point the stewardess was telling them not to smoke. 

Holy crap? For real. I mean. I know people used to smoke on planes in the 50’s and 60’s but that hasn’t 

been done for a long time. Seems a bit on the dangerous side. Then the pair kept getting up while the 

captain was trying to land. The flight attendant literally had to buckle the pair up two or three times and 

once was mere minutes before the plane touched down. And the guy (Bradley) kept trying to hug the 

flight attendant. Spilled his drink all over the aisle. I think the girl vomited on herself. It was a MESS! The 

flight attendants handled it with amazing solicitude and humor considering the circumstances. When we 



got to the baggage carousel there was a drunk set 

of grandparents being crazy. And then when we 

got on our bus to Rethymnon there was a tipsy set 

of lady friends. Are we the only sober people?! It 

was about a two-hour journey over to Rethymnon 

with all of the drop offs made. We arrived at the 

hotel around 3.30am and immediately went 

upstairs, put on pajamas and fell into bed. We 

figured we’d poke around town the next day and 

make our plans for the rest of the week; we hadn’t 

really come with any firm plans. And as it turned 

out, the way tours worked, if we wanted to go to 

Samaria Gorge it’d be on Sunday. Fine with us! 

We packed the night before so we wouldn’t have 

to try and do it half awake in the morning, plus we 

got all of the negotiating out of the way like the 

fact that we had to take my backpack because it 

was light, bigger volume and not Kyle’s because he 

didn’t want to get his dirty.. We woke up at the 

unholy hour of 5am so we could grab some 

breakfast and meet the tour bus at 6am. We were 

running a bit close on time and I sent Kyle down 

ahead to hold the bus. I was running a minute behind Kyle on the way down and we crossed paths as he 

came back to look for me. And then when we both got there the tour guide asked us for our tickets. 

Umm. What tickets? When she told us we had to provide our receipts, we indicated that we didn’t know 

that. It was clear she was over it. She just let us on and told us to give them to the TUI representative 

later.  

The bus ride seemed to take a long time. We did have to pick up quite a few more people and then we 

stopped at a taverna about ten minutes from the start of the gorge. It was a good place to use the 

toilets and buy a snack (we grabbed some Oregano crisps, a pastry and two bananas) and then pay our 

‘guide’ the entrance and boat fees. It was a little bit late to be finding out we had to pay another fee, but 

at this point we were in it! After our thirty minutes at the taverna we all loaded back into the double 

decker bus and headed towards the entrance to the park. I enjoyed listening to our guide give the 

speech in German, French and English. Usually in that order. It was fun to try to listen to see if I could 

understand the French and I was surprised that for the most part I could. It wasn’t complex French, but I 

was happy that I generally got what was going on and think I could have gotten by without the English 

version. 



 

On the final leg, up to the park entrance, our tour guide, Elsa, told us that we could go at whatever pace 

we wanted but we essentially had until 4.30pm when the boat would depart from the port. If you 

missed the boat you were S.O.L. because there was no boat after that and the boat took you to the bus. 

Duly noted. Make sure not to miss the boat! We were told five to six hours was normal to get through 

the Gorge, which seemed like a long time considering the mileage. With that, we got going. We handed 

our passes to the park warden and entered the park. Since, all of the buses from the tours seemed to 

arrive around the same time it was a mass of humanity that poured into the park at the same time. It 

was still early but the temperature was starting to warm up real fast. Kyle and I practiced dancing 

around the hordes wherever possible. It required some solid dance work in a couple of places and then 

we’d just get caught behind another group. The trail was so worn that in a few places the rocks were 

polished smooth. So, both Kyle and I slipped more than once, but neither of us really bit it! I wasn’t sure  

if we’d ever get a stretch of open trail, especially because we took a stop after about twenty minutes of 

walking to put sunscreen on and get our hats wet in the stone water basin on the side of the trail. As we 

did that, I watched several groups of people pass us that we’d previously passed. Sigh. Such large 

numbers of people around me on the trails or in the mountains is difficult. It both elicits a competitive 

side to me as well as takes away from the general spiritual and restorative properties. It felt like a cattle 

drive of sorts; trying to shuffle as many people through a piece of nature as possible. As we walked I 

contemplated how I’d feel about this happening in my backyard and drew parallels to different trails and 

climbs in Washington State. It’s a bit of a love and hate relationship. I want people to get out and 

experience the outdoors, so they can benefit from it physically and emotionally, and walk away with 

positive experiences that will hopefully help them be more compassionate and considerate of the 

outdoors and laws and policies around these places. That being said, I know too many people going 

through a space can cause damage to the trail and the environment. I generally decided to just 

appreciate it today but the thought provoking subject certainly crossed my mind. 



 With that heavier subject material behind me, I 

moved on to reveling in the smell of the dry air; so 

reminiscent of my time in Southern France. Since it 

was such a peaceful, enjoyable part of my youth, 

that smell has a pacifying property for me. It was 

with this pleasant aroma that I wanted to skip forth 

again. Generally, we were passing people, but we 

weren’t running. I was still trying to remain 

conscious of Kyle’s foot which was only fairly newly 

out of his boot cast from his break in June. He was 

telling me that it wasn’t bothering him, but it 

wouldn’t do to re-injure it, especially so early in the 

day with little recourse, but to complete the journey 

to the sea. For the most part we walked quietly, 

taking in the various sites, sounds and smells. I 

laughed when we came across a fire safety box along 

the trail and the hinge left the door mostly open (this 

was not the first box we’d seen) and inside was an 

old plastic liter bottle of soda that was bone dry. 

Well... now we know the safety boxes are real life 

savers... best hope is that there really isn’t an 

emergency of any kind.  

We also stopped briefly at an old church, poked our heads in and Kyle snapped a few pictures with his 

phone camera. There were an impressive number of switchbacks in the beginning. I believe it’s 

something like 2,000ft lost in the first mile. Gradually, the switchbacks gave way to more winding trail. 

For the most part, we followed the large number of people, but occasionally we got on a stretch where 

it was just us.  As we descended the temperature continued to climb. We took a stop at the halfway 

point in the abandoned village of Samaria. We used the toilets (fairly typical southern Europe porcelain 

drainage hole you stand over) and wandered a bit around the abandoned village. It looks as though 

some of the buildings are still maintained and used for various purposes. One had a red medical cross on 

it so I’m going to assume it’s a first aid station. It looked like others might have some weather 

monitoring equipment on it and another looked habituated, it just wasn’t clear for what purpose. I 

briefly recall our guide saying that the wardens live in the old village to deter trespassers, at least that’s 

what Kyle said. Other buildings were in ruins. Literally. Collapsing walls and missing roofs. It had an 

interesting feel, but perhaps the strongest senses were feelings of being left behind, forgotten and lost 

memories. It was a charming location and charismatic looking village that people had been forced to 

leave in the 1960’s or 70’s when the government turned the land into a national park.  



 We pulled out our Oregano crisps and gave 

those a try. Nothing to write home about with 

the exception of it was my first time to try that 

flavor. As we munched we observed a couple kri-

kri goats wandering around the village. 

Obviously, they were socialized to humans as 

they were waiting around for scraps or actively 

trying to steal them from the various walkers. It 

was funny to hear our first North American 

accent so far, sitting at a table behind us telling 

the goats ‘No’ and ‘Go forage for yourself and 

live like a wild goat!’. Haha! How North 

American? 

We left the village and continued along down the 

gorge. I actually thought that the gorge got a lot 

more pretty during this latter half. The walls of 

the gorge started to narrow and you could see 

striations and formations in the rock walls, the 

river started to run near the trail, on and off, and 

the water was beautiful blue and crystal clear. 

There were intermittent sections of trees as well. 

Later, Kyle told me he was more impressed with 

the latter section as well. Perhaps, that was because the herds of people had spaced out a little more by 

this point. It was along this latter half that we took to taking off our hats and shirts and dunking them in 

the river and putting them back on. Anything to help stay cool. It felt momentarily bracing and cold and 

then just amazing. The shirts dried quite quickly though and I ended up dunking my shirt several times. I 

was wearing a swimsuit underneath, not that it would have altered my course of action if I had been in a 

bra, and at one point considered laying in the river. Shockingly, I didn’t see anyone else doing that. But, 

one of the local guys said something to Kyle (that we didn’t understand) that we believe was something 

along the lines of ‘Smart move’. It just as equally could have been ‘Stupid tourists’ but I’m thinking it was 

more inline with the former.  

A little way onward, before the end of the gorge, we passed through a section known as the Iron Gates, 

where the gorge gets only about 4 meters wide and towers 300 meters high. Kyle said he thought they 

had been used as the ‘Hot Gate’ in the filming of ‘300’. I thought there’d actually be iron gates. But there 

weren’t, and so even though I had an inkling that was what we passed, we didn’t know until we’d gotten 

to the end that we’d actually passed them. It was also along this section that we started to run a little 

low on water. We’d brought two liters of water, but to stay hydrated it seemed we’d probably be 

drinking out of the stone spicket along the way. Oh joy. The water we’d seen in the river generally 

seemed clearer than we’re used to seeing in the UK, but I am generally nervous about water when I 

don’t know about it. Basically, brace for stomach issues! We topped off at one of the last water stations. 

It’d be better to have it than not. And eventually did end up drinking it. It was at this last water refilling 

station that we ran into another group of Americans. It was a group doing a university level school trip 

to Crete. We briefly talked with them for a bit, but we didn’t hang around in the shady pit stop. I was on 



a mission to the ocean! I wanted to swim! I’d offered to carry the pack for a while but Kyle had taken it 

for the duration of the day.  

 The end crept up on us before I 

even realized. All of the sudden 

there was a building on our 

right and people were handing 

their tickets to the ranger at the 

window. It was like it popped 

out of nowhere! We dug out 

our tickets and handed them to 

the ranger and he removed 

another section then allowed us 

to proceed out. Immediately 

after the ranger station there 

was a shop selling cold beer, 

orange juice and coffee. Yes! 

Cold liquid! Pleeeeease! I gave 

Kyle a pleading look and told 

him I really wanted something 

cold. I’d drink any of those things as long as they were very cold. Minutes later we had a fresh squeezed 

orange juice on ice. It took us no time at all to finish that glass off. It was a beautiful feeling. I had a 

moment where I wondered where the hardened me, used to long dry days, had gone. But it was getting 

quite warm! And when it is offered I feel like it’s easier to crave or desire it – it’s right in front of your 

face! The little shop was also selling Samaria Gorge stickers, so we grabbed one of those and headed off. 

Interestingly, right after that little shop, but not immediately visible, was another shop. That poor shop 

had fewer people sitting there. I would have considered going there and sitting down if we’d known. 

Instead we walked through, and passed the area where the bus will pick up people who want a lift to the 

end of the road and the beach. Kyle and I ever so briefly thought about the bus. It sounded tempting, 

but we’d walked this far, and there wasn’t a bus waiting, and the ocean called just in the distance, so we 

kept on walking. There were no more buildings and homes starting to appear and more pens for farm 

animals. I kept wondering who waters the animals because they were in such dry pens with no visible 

water buckets. How does this work? I felt bad for the animals as it was so hot. At least quite a few of 

them where in the shade but still… 

We made it into the town and walked past the restaurant Tarra and continued along to the beach. It 

looked like most people had settled on a bit of rock and sand on the west side of the ship dock and that 

is where we made our way to. It took me no time to strip off my clothes and get ready to jump in the 

ocean. As I took my shoes off and went to make my way to the water my feet got burned on the very 

hot rock and sand. It took some maneuvering, but eventually I ended up just wearing my Teva’s into the 

water. I was glad we’d brought spare sandals! The water was cold at first, but getting in felt heavenly. 

One of the predominate languages I was hearing on the beach was French, and I enjoyed trying to pick 

up conversations while just floating in the blissful water. As we swam, the beach began to fill up. We 

stayed there for a good forty minutes or so before we got out and dressed and headed towards Tarra, 



where I figured we could have a drink 

while we waited for Elsa to show up and 

give us our boat tickets.  While there, 

we ordered some cool drinks and 

decided we’d go for some shrimp. 

That’s all the menu said was ‘Shrimp’. 

Okay. Let’s roll these dice and see what 

we get. Turns out it was fried whole 

shrimp. We essentially took off the fried 

bits and tried to de-head and devein 

them a little bit before eating them. It 

was tough going, but it was a bit of a 

salty snack to tide us over until we got 

back to the hotel. After our quick bite, 

we found Elsa sitting at the front of the 

restaurant, grabbed our tickets and got the info that we were to catch the second boat and get off at the 

second stop with everyone else. Kyle said he thought she really stressed that several times too many, 

like we were idiots. Haha. Maybe it’s the look or the accent? After that, we made a brief tour of the 

small town, but it was hot! Even when we made our way back down towards the boat, everyone was 

waiting in the shade of side streets. Very few people wanted to wait in the direct sunlight. The boat 

filled up crazy fast and it seemed we were lucky to get seats on a wooden bench that wasn’t completely 

in the sun. Even with the ship moving it didn’t feel like we had that much of a breeze. That being said, 

the water around Crete and the stunning hillsides made it an absolutely gorgeous journey back. The 

water was a calm turquoise and the hillsides were so open, rocky and dry, plunging down cliffs into the 

blue water.  

I did temper my enjoyment and look around to see which way I’d try to run if the ship started to sink 

though. It’s a bit of a habit. I don’t always do it, but frequently enough. This time I engaged Kyle in the 

speculation. We had a short discussion and then settled on which way we thought would be best to go. 

We’d head for the stairwell right to our side. It was an open ship so that was nice, but still it made the 

most sense with the different scenarios I played out. Kyle told me I need to learn to shut my brain down 

and enjoy the moment. I told him I’d probably be saving him at some point. And that is about as much 

banter as we could get in before the heat took us and we just sat and sweat like everyone else. The boat 

ride took about an hour to get to the second port. We got off with the masses and made our way to our 

bus which was, thankfully, air conditioned. It was a miracle! And from there on, the heat had taken its 

toll, and Kyle started to drop off on me! It was a fairly late return to the hotel at about 8.30pm just 

enough time to get upstairs, changed and head down for the all-inclusive, way over the top but still good 

dinner. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lessons Learned 

1. My stuff looks more beaten up.. because it is! 

2. The collapsible water bottles are awesome travel additions. 

3.  



 

 


